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Abstract
Replication of information among multiple Web servers
is necessary to support high request rates to popular Web
sites. A clustered Web-server organization is preferable
to multiple independent mirrored-servers because it maintains a single interface to the users and has the potential to be more scalable, fault-tolerant and better load balanced. In this paper we propose a Web cluster architecture in which the Domain Name System server (DNS), that
dispatches the user requests among the servers through the
URL-name to IP-address mapping mechanism, is integrated
with a redirection request mechanism based on the HTTP
protocol. This should alleviate the side effect of caching the
IP-address mapping at intermediate name servers. We compare many alternative mechanisms, including synchronous
vs asynchronous activation, and centralized vs distributed
decision on redirection. Moreover, we analyze reassignment of entire domains or individual client requests, different types of status information, and different server selection policies for redirecting requests. Our results show that
the combination of centralized and distributed dispatching
policies allows the Web-server cluster to handle the high
load skews in the WWW environment.

1. Introduction
A common approach adopted by popular Web sites to
handle millions of accesses per day is to preserve one virtual URL interface and use a distributed server architecture
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which is hidden from the user. This system provides scalability and transparency, but requires some internal mechanism that dynamically assigns client requests to the Web
server that can offer the best service [5, 8]. The assignment decision can be taken at the IP level through some
address packet rewriting mechanism [8, 11], or at the Domain Name System (DNS) level through the mapping of
the URL-name to the IP-address of one of the servers in
the cluster [1, 4, 5]. Both choices have some drawbacks.
The IP-dispatcher based systems have full control on the
incoming requests, but they can be applied only to locally
clustered Web servers. (The exception is the Network Dispatcher approach which can support multiple Network Dispatchers [11].) Moreover, the task of rewriting all packets
can cause the IP-dispatcher to become a bottleneck when
the system is subject to heavy request load. The DNSdispatcher based clusters do not present risks of bottleneck,
and can easily scale from locally to geographically distributed Web-server systems. The main problem of scheduling through the DNS is due to the IP-address caching mechanism that lets the DNS control only a very small fraction
of the user requests. The limited control and the high nonuniformity of the load from different client domains require
sophisticated DNS scheduling policies to avoid Web server
overload [5, 6].
In this paper, we will focus on an alternative architecture
that integrates the DNS dispatching mechanism with a redirection technique carried out by the Web servers through
the redirection mechanism provided by HTTP [9]. Such
redirection is transparent to the users that at most perceive a small increase in the response time. Unlike the
IP-dispatcher based solutions, the HTTP redirection does
not require the modification of the IP-address of the packets
reaching or leaving the Web-server cluster. We propose and
evaluate a large set of alternative redirection schemes. We
demonstrate that the DNS-dispatcher combined with suitable redirection mechanisms provides excellent load control
that minimizes server overload.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses

the system model and the design space for the redirection
schemes. Section 3 and 4 presents various policies in which
redirection decisions are periodically taken by the DNS or
asynchronously activated by the Web servers, respectively.
Section 5 presents the experimental results and Section 6
analyzes related work. Section 7 concludes the paper with
some final remarks.

2. System model and alternative redirection
schemes
The users access the WWW services through some client
application. Typically, the clients have a (set of) local name
server(s) and are connected to the network through local
gateways. We will refer to the network sub-domain behind these local gateways as domain. The Web-server cluster uses one URL-name to provide a single interface for
viewers. The system consists of homogeneous distributed
servers that manage the same set of Web documents, and
a (primary) DNS that translates the URL-name into the IPaddress of one of the servers in the cluster. Through this
mechanism, the DNS can dispatch the requests among the
servers based on some optimization criterion. Besides the
non-uniform distribution of client requests among the domains, the main DNS problem is that IP-address caching
at local and intermediate name servers limits the control of
the DNS to a small fraction of the requests reaching the Web
cluster. That is to say, during the time to live (TTL) period
for caching the IP-address mapping at intermediate name
servers, bursts of requests can arrive from a domain to the
same server, thereby causing high load skews [7], especially
if the domain has a large number of clients.
To solve these problems, we integrate the DNSdispatcher with some redirection techniques carried out by
the Web servers through the HTTP protocol. Various alternatives are possible. We analyze those that are fully compatible with existing Web standards and protocols. In particular, the DNS and Web servers of the cluster are the only
entities here that collect and exchange load information.
A summary of the major factors of the design space of
the redirection schemes analyzed in this paper is given in
Table 1. The first group of factors is on activating the redirection process, including the activation trigger mechanism
(synchronous vs asynchronous) in which a redirection decision process is activated, and the activation decision process
(centralized vs distributed). The second group is on status
information used to implement the redirection scheme. This
can either be the Web server load information and/or the domain load information. The third group is on carrying out
the redirection policy. This includes the redirection server
selection for receiving the redirected requests, and the entities that are redirected which can be an entire domain and/or
some individual clients within a domain. The details of the

various alternatives will be explained in later sections.
We classify the different redirection approaches based
on the activation trigger mechanism and activation decision
process. Here we assume that the synchronous (or periodic)
activation is always combined with a centralized decision
by the DNS, while an asynchronous activation comes always together with a distributed decision by any of the Web
servers. Once a redirection decision has been made, the
redirection process is always carried out by the Web servers.
Hence, we can group the alternative approaches into two
main classes: centralized synchronous redirection (in brief,
synchronous redirection), where the decision about redirection is taken periodically at the DNS; distributed asynchronous redirection (in brief, asynchronous redirection),
where the redirection decision process can be activated by
any Web server that is critically loaded.
We describe various algorithms with synchronous and
asynchronous activation of the redirection scheme. The
classification takes into account the other factors presented
in Table 1. Finally, we comment on the status information.
In this paper, the server load information is the utilization
over a short interval, while the domain load information is
measured as a domain hit rate, i.e., the number of hits per
second reaching the Web-server cluster from a domain.

3. Synchronous redirection policies
The synchronous redirection algorithms have the following common features. The decision is centralized at the
DNS. Every seconds each Web server sends some status
information (server and/or domain load) to the DNS. The
DNS gathers information from all the servers and builds the
so called Assignment Table, where it specifies for each connected domain the assigned Web server. The DNS serves
the address resolution requests by using this table.
The redirected entities can be entire domains (DR), individual clients (CR) or both (CDR). As the HTTP redirection
mechanism works on an individual basis, domain redirection means that all clients of the same domain are subject
to the same redirection decision.1 In DR and CDR policies,
the DNS broadcasts the Assignment Table to all the Web
servers. For each client request, the Web server checks the
current Assignment Table to verify if it has to serve or to
redirect the requests coming from that domain.



1 Redirection is done by indicating, on the header of a response from
a server, the IP-address of the new server and the code 301 (i.e., Server
Moved Permanently) [9]. The IP-address cache of the client that receives
this response is automatically modified, hence all subsequent requests of
the session from this client will go to the newly assigned server. On the
other hand, the other clients of the same domain are not affected by this
redirection reply, because the IP-address cache of the domain gateway has
not been modified. Hence, when an entire domain is redirected, the HTTP
redirection mechanism would need to redirect every client request from
that domain.

Parameter
Activation trigger (when)
Activation decision (where)
Status information
Server selection (how)
Redirected entities (what)

Alternatives
Synchronous
(periodic)
Centralized
(DNS-dispatcher)
Server load
Alarm
(server utilization)
Assignment Table
Assignment Table and
Server Percentage List
Domains (DR)
Clients (CR)

Asynchronous
(on server request)
Distributed
(Web servers)
Domain load
(domain hit rate)
Available Server List
Clients and Domains (CDR)

Table 1. Alternative design choices for redirection schemes.

3.1. Domain redirection
We now consider the case where the redirection entity
is the entire domain. Here we assume a system in which
every Web server periodically transmits some status information to the centralized (DNS) dispatcher. The first interesting issue to examine is the implication of different status information on the algorithms that build the Assignment
Table. We analyzed various schemes that used just request
load from each domain, just server load, or both information. Space limits do not allow us to describe the details
of the carried out analysis. The main conclusion is that
any scheme that builds the Assignment Table using the domain or server load information alone performs much more
poorly than schemes that use both sources of information.
Hence, in this paper we will focus on domain and server
load information based algorithms.
The best domain redirection (DR) scheme works as follows. As first step, the DNS estimates the domain hit rate
for each connected domain, and on this basis it orders the
domains from the most to the least popular. Then, through
some server load information, the DNS orders the servers
from the least to the most loaded. In the third step, the DNS
builds the Assignment Table through the domain hit rate information. It determines the potential load assigned to each
server through a bin, that contains the sum of the hit rates
of the domains assigned to that server by the Assignment
Table under construction. The server bin is updated based
on the domain load after each assignment. The assignment
policy aims at equalizing the bin levels through a greedy
approach. In the first phase, the most popular domain is assigned to the least loaded server and so on until each server
gets one domain. The other domains are assigned by selecting each time the server with the lowest bin level.

3.2. Client redirection
When the DNS decides (re)assignments of entire domains to servers, it is almost impossible to get a perfect
balancing, because the domain hit rates present high skews
especially for the hottest domains. A finer grain redirection

could be achieved by working on individual clients instead
of entire domains. The class of client redirection algorithms
builds the Assignment Table following the same method of
the DR scheme. This table is now used only in the first level
assignment carried out by the DNS when it receives an address resolution requests.
The redirection or second level assignment carried out
by the Web servers is instead based on the so called Server
Percentage List to indicate the percentage of client requests
that need to be redirected. This is built by the DNS in the
following way. The DNS first estimates the average bin
level across all servers. In the Server Percentage List, the
servers with bin level below the average or within an acceptable range will have a server percentage set to 0%. For
the other servers, the DNS evaluates the percentage of additional load exceeding the average as its server percentage to
be reassigned. For example, let us suppose that the server
WS has a bin level which is 30% higher than the average.
WS is assigned with a server percentage equal to 30% in
the Server Percentage List.
Once obtained the Server Percentage List, the DNS
broadcasts it to each server. This list is used for implementing the following probabilistic redirection mechanism based
on individual clients. The Web servers that have a server
percentage equal to 0% do not reassign any request. A Web
server with a percentage higher than 0% at each page request generates a random number uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1. If it comes higher than its server percentage (considering as example WS , if
), the server
will return the required information. Otherwise, it redirects
the requests coming from that client to another server.
We consider three possibilities for the choice of the
server that has to receive these redirected requests. In
CR RR policy, client requests are reassigned in a cyclic
way to all servers with percentage equal to 0% in the Server
Percentage List. In CR PRR policy, client redirection is
done in a probabilistic round-robin (PRR) way, where the
probability is based on the available server capacity using
the latest server load information. This information can be
easily broadcasted by the DNS together with the Server Percentage List. Just for comparison purpose, we consider the






  

If the redirection of entire domains is a too coarse intervention on the load distribution, and the redirection of individual clients could not work for the opposite reason, the
third alternative is to combine both methods. A mechanism
that redirects domains and individual clients requires both
the Assignment Table and Server Percentage List. Now the
Assignment Table is used not only by the DNS for the first
level assignment but also by the Web servers for the second level (re)assignment. For this reason, the DNS has to
periodically broadcast both of them to the Web servers.
At the arrival of a client request, each Web server checks
the current Assignment Table to verify if it has to serve the
requests coming from that domain. If not, the server redirects the requests according to the Assignment Table. Otherwise it checks the Server Percentage List. If its percentage
is equal to 0%, the server returns the required information.
Otherwise, it implements one of the redirection mechanisms
presented in the previous section, i.e., CDR RR, CDR PRR
or CDR LL.

The DNS now maintains the so called Available Server
List which is the list of servers that are not overloaded at that
moment. This list is transmitted in reply to a server alarm
message that the server sends to the DNS when its utilization has exceeded a given load threshold. Each overloaded
server may redirect its client requests to any server on the
Available Server List through the same HTTP-based protocol used by the synchronous algorithms. The selection of a
server from the Available Server List can be done in different ways. Any simple algorithm such as round-robin or random can be used. The redirection mechanism can be considered purely distributed because the DNS has now taken
the simple role of information collector/communicator.
The client redirection activated by heavily loaded servers
can overcome the so called TTL constraint. In fact, with
IP-address caching at intermediate name servers, DNSdispatcher loses direct control on the subsequent client requests to the assigned server for the TTL period following
the URL-name to IP-address assignment. So it takes longer
for the overloaded server to recover because the DNS policy
can only stop the new DNS assignments to the overloaded
server. There is no means to remove the already made assignments until the TTL expires. With redirection, the overutilized server can get rid of a fraction of the previously assigned requests before TTL expires.

3.4. Alarm messages

5. Experimental Results

Any of the previously presented synchronous algorithms
can be combined with a feedback alarm mechanism. When
a server finds that it is becoming overloaded, it sends an
alarm message to the DNS. The DNS excludes this server
from further assignments in the Assignment Table until it
receives another message from the same server that signals
the return to a normal load status. The algorithms that use
this alarm message mechanism are denoted by the same abbreviation name plus the keyword ‘alarm’.

5.1. Simulation model and parameters

simple scheme that reassigns the client requests to the server
which is indicated as the the least loaded (LL) by the last
DNS broadcast. This is referred to as CR LL.

3.3. Domain and client redirection

4. Asynchronous redirection schemes
The feedback alarm mechanism outlined in Section 3.4
can be used to activate the redirection process itself. This
would lead to a new class of distributed reassignment
schemes that are asynchronously activated on a Web server
request. No Assignment Table needs to be generated. The
Web cluster remains a typical DNS-dispatcher based system where the DNS carries out the first level assignment
through a RR or RR2 scheme [5] where two independent
round-robin schedules are maintained in RR2: one for the
heavily loaded domains, and the other for the remaining domains. This DNS assignment process is integrated with a
second level (re)assignment mechanism triggered by any
overloaded server.

We assume that clients are partitioned among the domains based on a Zipf’s distribution, i.e. a distribution
where the probability of selecting the -th domain is proportional to
. Indeed, if one ranks the popularity of domains by the frequency of their accesses to the Web server,
the distribution on the number of clients in each domain is a
function with a short head (corresponding to big providers,
organizations and companies), and a very long tail [2]. In
most of the experiments the clients are partitioned among
the domains based on a pure Zipf’s distribution; in Section
5.4 we show a sensitivity analysis to Zipf’s parameter.
We consider major components that impact the performance of the Web-server cluster. This includes the intermediate name servers that affect operations and performance
of the DNS dispatching algorithms through their IP-address
caching mechanisms. We consider all the details concerning
a client session that is the entire period of access to the Web
site from a single user. Each session consists of two phases:
the IP-address request phase during which the client asks
the DNS for a translation of the Web cluster URL into the
IP-address of one of the Web servers in the cluster; the Web
page request phase in which various pages are requested
directly from the Web server selected by the DNS. The



estimated and the 95% confidence interval was estimated to
be within 5% of the mean.

5.2. Synchronous redirection performance
In synchronous redirection schemes, the DNS has to collect some status information to build the Assignment Table.
Every seconds each Web server communicates server and
domain load information to the DNS that replies through a
broadcast of the Assignment Table. This interval is referred to as Assignment Table update interval and is set to
60 seconds in the first set of experiments.
We found that any scheme that builds the Assignment Table using the domain or server load information alone shows
very poor performance. For most of them, the probability
that no server is overloaded is around or below 0.2. This
result is close to the Random algorithm that provides a random assignment of the domains to the servers in the table.
On the other hand, building the Assignment Table through
a combination of domain and server information improves
the performance substantially. Figure 1 shows that the domain redirection scheme (DR) has a probability of 0.9 of
not causing any Web server to exceed 95% utilization.
The next question to be investigated is to determine the
best redirection granularity. A granularity of redirection
finer than DR is achieved by client redirection schemes
(CR), and client and domain redirection schemes (CDR),
that reassign individual clients and both entire domains and
individual clients, respectively. Figure 1 summarizes the
performance of CR and CDR schemes, where the Web
servers can use round robin (RR) or least loaded server (LL)
algorithms to select the server to which redirecting the client
requests. The LL algorithm does not perform well as it fails
to spread the load among multiple servers. In not shown
experiments we found that there is no appreciable difference between RR and probabilistic RR (PRR) schemes. As
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IP-address request is initially submitted to the local name
server of the client domain, because it typically caches the
URL-name to IP-address mapping for the TTL period. If
the cache of the local name server has a valid mapping for
this URL-name, the page request is sent directly to the Web
server without going through the DNS request. Otherwise,
the IP-address request is submitted to subsequent intermediate name servers, and only if the mapping is not cached
in any of these name servers, the request reaches the DNS
of the Web-server cluster. The DNS returns the IP-address
of one of the servers and the TTL value. Each name server
along the path from the DNS to client’s domain caches this
mapping for the TTL period.
The number of page requests per session (with a mean of
12 pages/session) and the time between two page requests
from the same client (with a mean of 25 seconds) are assumed to be exponentially distributed [2]. Since an HTML
page is typically composed of a collection of objects, each
of them requires an access to the server (hit). The number
of hits per page are obtained from a uniform distribution in
the discrete interval (5—15) [7]. The hit service time and
the inter-arrival time of hit requests to the servers are assumed to be exponentially distributed. In the experiments,
the cluster average utilization is always kept to 2/3 of the
whole capacity in all experiments. This value is obtained as
a ratio between system load, i.e., the total number of hits per
second arriving to the Web cluster, and the cluster capacity,
i.e., the sum of the server capacities denoted in hits per second. There are in average 2500 clients distributed among
50 connected domains. All DNS policies use a TTL value
set to 300 seconds. The Web cluster is assumed to consist
of 7 servers with a total capacity to handle 1500 hits/sec.
The main goal of this study is to investigate the impact of
the redirection algorithms on avoiding that some Web server
becomes overloaded. Therefore, we define the cluster maximum utilization at a given instant as the highest server utilization at that instant among all Web servers. Specifically,
the major performance criterion is the cumulative frequency
of the cluster maximum utilization, i.e., the probability (or
fraction of time) that the cluster maximum utilization is below a certain value. By focusing on the highest utilization
among all Web servers, we can deduce whether the Web
cluster is overloaded or not.
In some figures showing sensitivity to other system parameters, we use the probability that no server of the Web
cluster is overloaded as the performance metric. This can
be the 95 percentile of the cluster maximum utilization (or
not exceeding 95% utilization, respectively). The simulators, based on the Independent Replication Method, were
implemented using the CSIM package. Each value is the
result of five or more simulation runs with different seeds,
where each run is for six hours of the Web-server system activity. For all simulation results, confidence intervals were
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Figure 1. Comparison of best performing synchronous schemes.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of DR and CDR to the frequency of Assignment Table updating.

Figure 3. Sensitivity of CDR to the frequency
of the Assignment Table updating.

PRR requires additional information with no performance
improvement, we use CR RR and CDR RR as the basic
client redirection, and client and domain redirection algorithm, respectively. Henceforth, we will focus on the CDR
scheme because Figure 1 shows that client redirection combined with domain redirection is better than client redirection alone and improves substantially the performance of
the domain redirection (DR) scheme.
We now consider how it is possible to minimize the
overheads of the synchronous schemes, i.e. to reduce
DNS-servers communications and client request reassignments. Indeed, if the period of activation is short, the synchronous redirection algorithms can cause high computation and communication overheads due to gathering status
information, building the Assignment Table and broadcasting it to the servers. Hence the main goal is to reduce the
frequency of updating the Assignment Table. Actually, we
found that for the CR scheme the best updating interval is
a value close to the TTL chosen by the DNS (in this paper
typically set to 300 seconds). As this interval is sufficiently
high to limit communication overheads and the percentage
of requests redirected by CR is only about 4-5%, the optimization analysis is focused on DR and CDR schemes.
In Figure 2 we compare the sensitivity to the Assignment
Table update interval using the probability that no server of
the cluster is overloaded (exceeding 95% utilization) as the
performance metric. We consider the best DR and CDR
schemes and their combination with the feedback alarm at
DNS (as discussed in Section 3.4). The alarm threshold is
set to 0.85. Even though the exclusion of overloaded servers
from the Assignment Table (DR alarm scheme) improves
the results of the basic DR algorithm, the performance becomes very poor as the update interval increases. On the
other hand, the CDR schemes with or without alarm are
quite insensitive to the Assignment Table update interval.
This stability is very important because an increase of the

update interval allows a reduction of not only the computation/communication overhead but also the number of reassigned requests. So we can limit the percentage of users that
perceive an increase in the response time without affecting
the performance for the CDR scheme.
For the CDR scheme, Figure 3 shows that increasing
from a 60 seconds to a 300 seconds update interval causes
only a very limited performance degradation (the probability that no server is overloaded drops slightly from 0.99
to 0.96), but a substantial reduction of reassigned requests
(from 0.38 to 0.12).

5.3. Asynchronous redirection performance
In asynchronous redirection schemes the DNS has to collect alarm messages from heavily loaded servers. The utilization threshold that triggers the alarm message is set to
0.75. In the shown results, each server evaluates if its utilization has exceeded the alarm threshold every 16 seconds,
referred to as the check-load interval.
An asynchronous client redirection algorithm (ACR) can
be described by specifying the first level assignment scheme
carried out by the DNS and the second level (re)assignment
algorithm executed by the Web servers. However, as there
is not much differences among the performance of different server selection policies (RR or PRR) for redirecting
requests, in this section we distinguish the ACR algorithms
on the basis of the DNS assignment scheme. In particular,
we consider round-robin (ACR RR), round-robin combined
with alarm from heavily loaded servers (ACR RR alarm),
and two-tier round-robin with alarm (ACR RR2 alarm).
These alarm messages exclude the overloaded servers even
from the DNS assignments. (For additional details about
these DNS policies, the reader can refer to [5].)
In Figure 4 we compare the performance of these ACR
schemes with that of RR and RR2 with alarm where the

1

5.4. Sensitivity analysis
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Figure 4. Performance of asynchronous
schemes with various DNS algorithms.

We now compare the best centralized synchronous CDR
algorithm with the best distributed asynchronous ACR algorithm for various system scenarios. The performance
comparison is carried out on the two most critical parameters: sensitivity to system utilizations (Figure 6) and sensitivity to client distributions among the domains (Figure 7).
Changing other system parameters such as average number
of requests, user think time or user client session time did
not show noticeable differences among the redirection approaches, hence it is not presented here. Figure 6 compares
the performance of a system where the utilization varies
from 0.5 to 0.75. The CDR algorithm shows better results
than the asynchronous ACR approach.
1

1
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of asynchronous
schemes to the check-load interval.

DNS first level assignment is not integrated with a second
level server reassignment. The improvement in favor of any
ACR algorithm is considerable. The client redirection can
overcome the drawbacks caused by the IP-address caching
mechanisms. Even stateless schemes, such as RR that was
shown to perform very poorly under skewed workload on
client distributions, when combined with a client redirection
mechanism (e.g., ACR RR) have performance better than
stateful schemes (e.g., RR2 with alarm [5]).
However, Figure 5 shows that all asynchronous redirection schemes are very sensitive to the length of the checkload interval. Although the results deteriorate as the checkload interval increases, it is reasonable to use short periods
such as 16 seconds because the server load evaluation does
not necessary imply an activation of the redirection mechanism. Furthermore, it does not incur communication overhead. This is in contrast to shortening the Assignment Table
update interval in the synchronous redirection case.

Figure 6. Sensitivity to system utilization.
Analogous conclusion can be done when we vary the
distribution of the clients among their domains. Figure 7
shows the probability that no server has a utilization higher
than 0.9 as a function of the Zipf parameter (the x-axis goes
from a pure Zipf distribution to the uniform distribution).
Actually, we have to change the performance metric (0.9 instead of the usual 0.95 adopted in this paper) to show some
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Figure 7. Sensitivity to client distribution.

difference between CDR and ACR, because both perform
well. The robustness with respect to the client distribution is
important because in the real WWW environment the client
scenarios tend to change frequently. Another confirmation
that both CDR and ACR perform well is given by other experimental measures showing that the percentages of redirected requests are below 0.2 for both approaches.

6. Related Work
Various request redirection techniques have already been
proposed for distributed Web-server clusters. Both the
Cisco DistributedDirector (CiscoDD) [4] and the Distributed Server Groups (DSG) dispatcher [10] are based
on a totally centralized approach. All the requests reaches
the dispatcher that uses the HTTP redirection mechanism
to redirect the requests to the most appropriate Web server.
The dispatcher of DSG selects the least loaded server [10],
while that of CiscoDD uses some network metric to estimate the server with the closest proximity to the client that
has originates a request [4]. Both DSG and CiscoDD use
redirection as the only means to dispatch requests. There is
not another dispatching level as in our proposals.
Closer to our algorithms that use a two-level dispatching
(DNS plus redirection) are the SWEB [1] and Distributed
Packet Rewriting (DPR) [3] systems. In SWEB, client requests are initially assigned from the DNS in the roundrobin manner. Then, each server may reassign a received
request to any other server of the cluster through the HTTP
protocol. The decision to serve or to redirect a request is
based on the criteria to minimize the response time, which
is evaluated through the server processing capability and
Internet bandwidth/delay. DPR uses simpler decision criteria such as a hash function applied to the client packet address or the least loaded server. Unlike all other approaches,
DPR does not use the HTTP protocol but a packet rewriting
mechanism to reroute client requests.

7. Conclusions
Replication of information among multiple Web servers
is necessary to support high request rates to popular Web
sites. In this paper, we have studied Web cluster architectures in which the DNS dispatcher function is integrated
with some redirection mechanism carried out by the servers.
We have compared various alternative mechanisms with
synchronous or asynchronous activation, and centralized or
distributed decision on redirection.
Our performance results demonstrate that the DNS
scheduling policies integrated with some redirection mechanisms are effective, even in the presence of highly skewed
load. The experiments indicate that the most useful status

information to decide about reassignment is a combination
of domain load and server load. Moreover, the redirection
of individual client connections is necessary to balancing
the load better than domain reassignment alone. However,
there are significant differences between asynchronous and
synchronous schemes. Individual client redirection is sufficient to achieve acceptable performance for asynchronous
schemes, whereas it works less well for synchronous algorithms unless it is combined with domain redirection.
The centralized synchronous algorithm gives the best results for a wide set of system parameters. However, the performance difference with distributed asynchronous policies
is not appreciable unless the Web-server cluster is subject
to very heavy load. Moreover, the intra-cluster communication overhead of synchronous algorithms is typically higher
than that introduced by asynchronous policies.
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